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Persistent low back pain (LBP) is a major health issue, and its treatment remains

challenging due to a lack of pathophysiological understanding. A better understanding

of LBP pathophysiology has been recognized as a research priority, however

research on contributing mechanisms to LBP is often limited by siloed research

within different disciplines. Novel cross-disciplinary approaches are necessary to fill

important knowledge gaps in LBP research. This becomes particularly apparent when

considering new theories about a potential role of changes in movement behavior (motor

control) in the development and persistence of LBP. First evidence points toward the

existence of different motor control strategy phenotypes, which are suggested to have

pain-provoking effects in some individuals driven by interactions between neuroplastic,

psychological and biomechanical factors. Yet, these phenotypes and their role in

LBP need further validation, which can be systematically tested using an appropriate

cross-disciplinary approach. Therefore, we propose a novel approach, connecting

methods from neuroscience and biomechanics research including state-of-the-art optical

motion capture, musculoskeletal modeling, functional magnetic resonance imaging and

assessments of psychological factors. Ultimately, this cross-disciplinary approach might

lead to the identification of different motor control strategy phenotypes with the potential

to translate into clinical research for better treatment options.

Keywords: low back pain, kinematics, pain-related fear, motor control, functional magnetic resonance imaging

INTRODUCTION

Low back pain (LBP) is one of the most common conditions regarding years living with a
disability throughout the world (1). The prevailing form of LBP does not have a clearly identifiable
nociceptive source and is termed non-specific LBP (2).While many of these cases resolve within the
first year, some still experience pain 1 year after onset, i.e., they develop a recurrent or chronic form,
resulting in an enormous individual, economic and societal burden (1, 3). The clinical management
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of LBP is often limited to symptomatic interventions addressing
the pain and its consequences, whereby effect sizes for these
interventions are only low to moderate (2, 4, 5). This spurs a call
for re-examining and identifying novel mechanisms associated
with the development and persistence of LBP.

So far, research on LBP has identified several pathogenic
mechanisms involving biophysical, genetic, social and
psychological contributors (6). Research on LBP-related
factors has revealed both biological and behavioral changes. On
a biological level, LBP has been linked to disc degeneration,
inflammation, and atrophy, fat infiltration and fiber type
transition of paraspinal muscles (7–9). On a behavioral level,
LBP has been shown to be associated with changes in movement,
which can be described as changes in motor control (thereby
affecting spine posture, stability, and movement) observed at the
level of the nervous system [spinal- (10) and supraspinal (11)
processes] as well as the musculoskeletal system (biomechanical
mechanisms including muscle activity and kinematics) (12).
Furthermore, psychological factors constitute important and
non-negligible risk factors for the development and persistence
of LBP (13).

However, as recently stated, research on these different
pathomechanisms of LBP is often limited by significant
knowledge gaps arising from siloed research within different
research disciplines, highlighting the need for cross-disciplinary
approaches that have the potential to identify important
interactions between different mechanisms contributing to
LBP (14). This becomes particularly evident when considering
new theories about the role of subject-specific motor control
strategies in LBP (movement behavior phenotypes which can
predispose to and result from pain/injury) with potential long
term consequences (12, 15, 16). In this context, LBP-associated
changes in motor control are suggested to exert polydirectional
and pain-provoking effects, involving interactions between
neuroplastic, psychological and biomechanical factors that have
not yet been systematically validated (15–17). Hence, to study
such interactions and their role in the development and
persistence of LBP, an appropriate cross-disciplinary approach
that incorporates methods from neuroscience and movement
biomechanics research is required.

Therefore, after a summary of the relevant literature,
we present a novel cross-disciplinary approach combining
neuroscientific and movement biomechanics research methods
with the aim of identifying different motor control strategy
phenotypes and their role in LBP as well as their underlying
supraspinal, psychological, and biomechanical features.
Ultimately, this approach might help to fill important knowledge
gaps in LBP research with the potential to translate into clinical
research for better treatment options.

BIOMECHANICAL MECHANISMS

Numerous studies have investigated biomechanical alterations
in LBP, mainly by observing spine/trunk kinematics and muscle
activity during functional activities as well as during steadily held
postures with and without experimentally induced perturbations.

Investigations of functional activities in LBP patients compared
to healthy controls indicate trends toward a reduced lordotic
posture and range of motion (RoM) in the lumbar spine
during activities such as standing, walking, running, chair
rising or picking up an object (18–20). In terms of muscle
activity, studies show less clear trends, but instead a large
variety of muscle activity patterns, ranging from higher lumbar
extensor muscle activity to no differences or even lower activity
in LBP patients compared to healthy controls (21). Studies
combining kinematic and electromyographic experiments with
musculoskeletal modeling report higher lumbar spine loading
in LBP patients, which can be mainly explained by postural
adaptations and increased trunkmuscle activity (22, 23). Postural
control studies with LBP patients revealed a delay in trunkmuscle
activity onset in response to both predictable and unpredictable
perturbations (24, 25). These findings indicate that LBP patients
experience a variety of motor control impairments, likely due
to interaction deficiencies between sensory and motor systems
that are responsible for goal-oriented spine posture, stability and
movement (26, 27). Due to the large inter-individual variation,
especially in terms of muscle activity patterns, van Dieën et al.
(12) suggested that this might reflect the existence of multiple
motor control strategies along a spectrum between two distinct
phenotypes, resulting from adaptations in motor control to
LBP and interference of LBP with motor control. Although
not systematically tested yet, the “tight control” phenotype
is suggested to involve increased trunk muscle excitability to
provide tight control over trunk movements at the cost of
higher tissue loading, whereas the “loose control” phenotype
is characterized by a reduced excitability of trunk muscles
to avoid high tissue loading at the cost of loose control
over movement (12). Both motor control phenotypes might
also be associated with supraspinal adaptions (e.g., cortical
reorganization) (16), due to e.g., less dynamic motor behavior
and impaired sensory feedback.

SUPRASPINAL PROCESSES

More than 20 years ago and using magnetencephalography,
researchers detected a shifted sensory representation of
tactile input from the back in chronic LBP patients in the
primary somatosensory cortex (28). Moreover, changes of
paraspinal muscle representations in the primary motor cortex
have been observed in chronic LBP patients, i.e., the motor
cortex representations of the longissimus and deep multifidus
muscles showed increased overlap compared to healthy
controls, suggesting less fine-grained (“smudging”) cortical
representations of paraspinal muscles (29). Such changes in
the cortical organization of paraspinal muscles have also been
shown to be associated with delayed activation of the transversus
abdominis during rapid arm movements in patients with
recurrent LBP, indicating a relationship between brain changes
and motor control in LBP (11). However, it is still unclear
whether the observed cortical sensorimotor changes in chronic
LBP represent an epiphenomenon, simply triggered by altered
sensory input [in particular from muscle spindles, the main
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transmitters of proprioceptive information (30)] and altered
motor output, or if they are causally involved in the occurrence of
recurrent and chronic LBP. The primary somatosensory cortex is
well-known for encoding sensory aspects of pain (31) and recent
research indicates that this region is hyperactive in chronic
pain conditions, potentially driven by long-lasting disinhibition
as shown in animal models of chronic pain and in humans
(32, 33) Hence, the alterations in the primary somatosensory
cortex in chronic LBP patients could be causally related to the
experience of persistent LBP. Alternatively, the observed cortical
sensorimotor changes might indirectly provoke persistent LBP
by a reduced ability to (top-down) control paraspinal muscles.
This might limit trunk movement variability and therefore spinal
load distribution with unfavorable biomechanical and pro-
nociceptive consequences such as increased loading on spinal
tissues (12, 15). Indeed, current evidence suggests an association
between brain changes and altered motor control in chronic LBP
(34), which should be further explored to disentangle potential
clinically relevant interactions between brain mechanisms
and dysfunctional motor control strategies in LBP. Yet, while
extensive knowledge exits about the cortical representation of
various body parts and their potential reorganization based on
environmental changes [e.g., the somatotopic representation
of the hand and digits (35) and their cortical arrangement
based on everyday hand use (36)], very little is known about a
potential cortical topographic organization of sensory afferents
from the back (e.g., along the thoracolumbar axis). In 2018,
intra-cortical stimulation of the primary somatosensory cortex
revealed the sensory representations of the thorax and abdomen
(37) but still, the cortical representation of the back along the
thoracolumbar axis, and in particular of proprioceptive afferents,
is unclear. With regards to this, reorganization of proprioceptive
input from paraspinal muscles is likely to be more important
pathophysiologically for the chronification of LBP [compared to
tactile input (38)], but the cortical somatotopy of proprioceptive
input from the back has not yet been studied. Detailed cortical
maps of paraspinal afferent input might therefore be of major
importance to further explore potential relationships between
brain changes and unfavorable motor control strategies (e.g.,
tight control strategy) in LBP.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

Pain-related fear and associated avoidance behavior as well as
depression and anxiety have received extraordinary attention in
the last two decades because they were empirically identified
as important psychological factors in the development and
persistence of LBP (3, 8, 39, 40). According to the Fear Avoidance
model (41), misinterpretations of pain as a sign of harm in
combination with negative affectivity and pain catastrophizing
can lead to pain-related fear and avoidance behavior which
might further aggravate pain, disability and depression (8).
Indeed, positive relationships between pain-related fear, LBP
intensity and disability have been found in systematic reviews
and meta-analyses (39, 42), and fear avoidance beliefs have
been shown to be associated with poor treatment outcome

in patients suffering from LBP within a time period of <6
months (43). However, the predictive value of pain-related
fear regarding the development of LBP is limited (39) and
psychological factors in general (when considered in isolation)
explain only a small proportion in outcomes such as pain
intensity (44, 45). Yet, recent research has shown an association
between pain-related fear and dysfunctional motor behavior
in LBP patients and healthy individuals (46–48), indicating
significant interactions between psychological factors and motor
control (psychomotor interactions), which can promote potential
clinically relevant consequences such as limitedmotor variability,
increased paraspinal muscle co-contraction and loading on
spinal tissues (15). Research on the role of pain-related fear in
LBP should therefore systematically involve measures of motor
control (such as spinal movement biomechanics) to identify
potential pain-provoking interactions. With regards to this, a
recently published meta-analysis including 52 studies found that
higher levels of pain-related fear, catastrophizing and depression
were significantly associated with reduced amplitudes of spinal
movement and larger muscle activity, independently from pain
intensity (49). Due to rather small effect sizes, however, it was
concluded that more experimental studies with more specific and
individualized measures of psychological factors, pain intensity,
and spinal motor behavior are needed to better understand
the underlying psychomotor interactions and to inform current
treatment strategies.

BUILDING BRIDGES: A
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH

To investigate potential interactions between psychological
factors, biomechanical mechanisms and supraspinal processes
in LBP (Figure 1), we propose a cross-disciplinary approach,
aiming at bridging between the “silos” neurosciences and
movement biomechanics. The methodological basis comprises
the assessment of psychological factors through questionnaires,
biomechanical assessments of movement during functional
activities based on high-resolution optical motion capturing and
musculoskeletal modeling as well as the establishment of cortical
topographic maps of paraspinal afferent input using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Questionnaires
To assess pain-related fear, self-reports are an adequate
direct measure of subjective feelings of fear that are easily
accessible for clinicians and researchers (50). The most
common self-reporting tools for assessing pain-related fear are
questionnaires based on psychological constructs such as fear
of movement/(re)injury [Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia, TSK
(51)], perceived harmfulness of daily activities [Photograph Series
of Daily Activities, PHODA (52)] or fear avoidance beliefs [Fear
Avoidance Beliefs, FABQ (53)]. However, it must be noted that
even though recent neuroscientific and biomechanical evidence
supports the diversity of pain-related fear constructs (46, 48, 54),
it is still unclear how specific the different questionnaires are in
assessing the various psychological constructs (55). Combining
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of interactions between pain-related fear (upper blue shaded area), biomechanical mechanisms and supraspinal processes (motor control;

lower orange shaded area).

these questionnaires with biomechanical and neuroscientific
measures might lead to a better understanding of the underlying
psychological constructs. In addition, to reveal potential
commonalities or differences between pain-related fear and
general anxiety, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory questionnaire
(STAI) will be used to assess the participants’ current level of
anxiety (S-Anxiety) as well as aspects of “anxiety proneness” in
general (T-Anxiety) (56, 57). To assess depressive symptoms, the
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) will be used (58).

Assessing the Biomechanics of Spinal
Movement
The functional biomechanics of the spine are investigated using
a comprehensive non-invasive experimental and computational
approach, which combines state-of-the-art optical motion
capture with advanced musculoskeletal modeling. Motion data
are collected in a motion analysis laboratory, where participants
are equipped with 58 retro-reflective skin markers according to a
previously developed configuration (59) (Figure 2) and asked to
perform various activities of daily living. These include walking
and running on a level ground, climbing up and down a 5-step
staircase, standing up from and sitting down on a chair, lifting
up and putting down a 5 kg-box as well as performing vertical

jumpmaneuvers. A 27-camera Vicon motion capture system and
several force plates are used to record three-dimensional marker
trajectories and ground reaction forces (GRFs), respectively
(Figure 2). The suitability of this method for quantifying spinal
motion during functional activities, which was previously used
to investigate three-dimensional spinal kinematics in healthy
populations as well as various patient populations including
non-specific chronic LBP (20) was supported by comprehensive
investigations of validity as well as within- and between-session
reliability (60, 61).

For estimating intersegmental kinematics and spinal loading,
we developed male and female musculoskeletal full-body models
with a highly detailed spine (Figure 2) using the OpenSim
modeling environment (62). To account for individual subject
characteristics, the models are adjusted for each participant by
considering segmental lengths and masses as well as sagittal
plane spinal shape derived from the skin markers. Simulations
are driven by the marker trajectories and GRFs collected in the
motion analysis laboratory. Initial predictions of spinal loading
in healthy pain-free individuals showed high consistency with
reported in vivo measurements (62), supporting the suitability
of this approach for accurately investigating LBP-related
biomechanical adaptations in large patient populations.
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FIGURE 2 | Left: Experimental and computational approach for quantifying movement biomechanics during functional activities. (A) Application of retro-reflective skin

markers in a full-body configuration. (B) Capturing marker trajectories using infrared camera-based motion capture system. (C) Motion data-driven musculoskeletal

full-body model with a detailed thoracolumbar spine. Right: Illustration of a subject wearing pneuVID elements in a MR environment. PneuVID can apply

computer-controlled vibrotactile stimuli between 10 and 150Hz (and amplitudes 0.5–1mm) to a customizable stimulation area between 1 and 4 cm2 of each vibration

unit. The vibration device controller (not shown) allows bilateral or unilateral vibrotactile stimulations of different body parts, including paraspinal tissue, in various

stimulation settings.

To account for LBP-related changes in muscle activity, we
are planning to include electromyographic (EMG)measurements
of the main trunk stabilizers and to use this information as
additional input for our models. This will further increase
prediction accuracy, especially when participants present activity
patterns such as increased antagonistic muscle coactivation,
which was shown to have direct implications on spinal loading
(22, 23).

Cortical Mapping of the Back
Non-invasive human brain imaging techniques such fMRI
with its high spatial resolution provide suitable tools for the
investigation of the cortical representation of different body parts
(63). We developed a novel MR-compatible vibration device
(pneumatic spinal vibration device, pneuVID, Figure 2), which
can apply computer-controlled vibrotactile stimuli between 10
and 150Hz to different thoracolumbar segmental levels. This is
the first apparatus specifically designed for paraspinal muscle
vibration on different segmental levels in an MR environment.
The pneuVID has been successfully tested for MR compatibility
and permits MRmeasurements in supine position to allow better
and more comfortable subject positioning (using special pillows
for the back to embed the vibration units) and head fixation.

Using the pneuVID in combination with high spatial
resolution fMRI (3 or 7 Tesla), detailed cortical maps of
paraspinal afferent input can be explored using different
vibration frequencies: Applying vibratory stimulation at
frequencies between 60 and 80Hz and amplitudes of 0.5–1mm
on paraspinal muscles has been shown to be a potent stimulus
for muscle spindle activation (and therefore proprioceptive
signaling) (26). In contrast, stimulus frequencies around
20Hz will primarily activate receptors in superficial skin
layers (e.g., Meissner’s corpuscles) (64). Thus, by using
randomized fMRI stimulation protocols including different
vibration frequencies at various thoracolumbar segmental
levels, the current approach has the potential to identify and
differentiate cortical proprioceptive somatotopic maps from
tactile somatotopic maps of the back and compare them
between healthy controls and LBP patients of different symptom
durations. It must be noted, however, that it is currently
unclear which trunk muscle spindles are affected in their
activation profiles by pneuVID stimulation. We assume that
mainly superficial muscles along the thoracolumbar axis (i.e.,
longissimus and spinalis muscles) are targeted. Nonetheless,
since the stimulation sites are also located over the rotatores
and multifidi muscles, these structures, which are important in
providing proprioceptive information [with the rotatores breves
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muscles having the highest density of muscle spindles of the
lumbar and thoracic muscles (65)] might also be affected.

FILLING THE GAPS

Using the methodologies spanning different research disciplines
as described above, the current approach has the potential to
address important questions in LBP research:

(1) Do loose/tight motor control strategy phenotypes indeed
exist and/or do other motor control strategies exist?
Biomechanical assessments of dynamic movement tasks,
involving subject-specific spine kinematics, segmental
loadings and paraspinal muscle forces during daily activities
(lifting, walking running etc.), will be performed to
investigate potential relationships with LBP duration,
disability, and psychological factors. Relevant features will
be extracted for subsequent data analysis (e.g., unsupervised
cluster analysis) with the goal of classifying different motor
control strategy phenotypes that are possibly associated
with different LBP symptom durations (acute, subacute, and
chronic stages).

(2) Can a topographic cortical organization of thoracolumbar
sensory input be identified? How does this cortical
organization relate to the identified motor control strategy
phenotypes in LBP? For example, it is plausible that degraded
paraspinal proprioceptive feedback (e.g., provoked by a
tight control strategy) is causally linked to LBP-provoking
alterations in motor control via neuroplastic cortical
changes (e.g., “smudging” of cortical maps of paraspinal
afferent input) (16). For the first time, we therefore aim
to test whether cortical maps of thoracolumbar afferent
input demonstrate a relationship with spinal movement
patterns, LBP duration and psychological factors. Novel
insights into these relationships would pave the way for
future investigations of causal interactions between cortical
changes and motor control strategies using longitudinal
study designs.

As recently stated, a better understanding ofmusculoskeletal pain
depends on reconnecting the brain with the rest of the body (14).
Our approach including investigations of potential interactions

between supraspinal processes and biomechanical mechanisms
contributes to this reconnection and could facilitate a transfer of
the knowledge generated within the past 20 years of research on
motor control related neuroplasticity into clinical practice.

CLINICAL IMPACT

Provided that the suggested motor control strategy phenotypes
can be reliably identified using the approach described in
this article, the knowledge generated might lead to important
implications for clinical research and interventions. For example,
it has been proposed that a persistent “tight control strategy”
may be specifically targeted by reducing muscle excitability
and co-contraction while increasing movement variability in
motor control exercise (12). With regards to this, our approach
might provide promising behavior- and neuroimaging-based
outcomes to test the potential therapeutic effect of individualized
motor control exercises and how they compare to other
treatment approaches.
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